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What is SFCC?

Students for Consent Culture Canada / Étudiant.e.s pour une culture du 
consentement is an organization dedicated to supporting intersectional
and grassroots anti-sexual violence advocacy and activism on campuses 
across Canada by serving as a hub of resources, tools, and institutional 

memory for student survivors and leaders to engage with. 



Origins of the SFCC

⮚Passing of Ontario Bill 132 requires: 
⮚ Creation of a sexual violence policy

⮚ Ensure that student input is 
considered

⮚ Review policy every 3 years

⮚ Send information to the Minister

⮚Open Letter to Reform the Carleton 
Sexual Violence Policy

⮚“There is no appetite to reform      
the policy”



OurTurn National Action Plan
⮚ A bilingual adaptable action plan 

that provides student unions with 
a guide to implement a holistic 
response to campus sexual 
violence.

⮚ Published on October 11, 2017 
with 20 student union signatories.

⮚ Since publication the National 
OurTurn Committee was formed 
to provide students with resources 
to implement recommendations on   
their campuses.





Cross-Country Impacts: Quebec as an example
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Rape Culture and Academia



Education
➢ Re-working and expanding the 

OurTurn student-led peer to peer 
sexual violence prevention and 
support training, which trained 
1600+ students at Carleton;

➢ Research and Reports : Predatory 
Professors on our campuses (2020); 

➢ Development of online resources for 

student survivors and leaders.



Excerpt from page 32 ‘OurTurn One Year Later’



Outreach

⮚ Developing and maintaining  
a network of students and 
student groups 

⮚ Direct Support of student 
group, and mobilization 

⮚ Upkeep of SFCC 
communications and social 
media



Advocacy
⮚Campus 

⮚Ex: supporting SUs in pushing for policy 
changes. Policy grading. 

⮚Provincial 

⮚Ex: Open letters, or provincial 
legislation implementation guides; 
#VoteWithSurvivorsMB

⮚Federal

⮚Ex: GBV Advisory Council and National 
Campus Sexual Violence Framework



➢Survivors seek to avoid formal complaints with the police because they do 
not want to be re-victimized through a lengthy investigation process.  

➢University sexual violence policies are intended to provide a different 
form of redress for survivors of sexual violence. They are structured to 
be:

➢ Less onerous on the survivor;

➢ With shorter timelines and alternative, campus-level remedies, such as the removal of the 
perpetrator from campus residence, temporary bans from certain spaces, and in some cases 
expulsion; 

➢ Must recognize that certain groups do not feel safe while interacting with police and security 
personnel due to systemic discrimination and mistreatment. It is important to understand and 
respect the choices of all survivors, particularly those from marginalized groups who may seek 
alternative means of recovery, support and recourse. 

Why a Policy?



➢These policies matter.

➢Those accessing a sexual violence policy are often vulnerable.

➢Students are the primary stakeholders.

Why a policy?

➢ Policies frame the way an institution will

respond to sexual violence beyond a

complaint process, in the everyday. This

includes taking active steps to combat rape

culture and create a culture of consent.





Dalhousie Scorecard

➢Worked with the DSU to grade their policies

➢Dalhousie Sexual Harassment Policy and Student 
Code of Conduct. 

➢Key concerns:
➢ Was not a stand-alone policy;

➢ No sensitivity training;

➢ Included a frivolous complaints clause;

➢ No rape shield protections;

➢ No face to face protections;

➢ Does not mention rape culture.

https://cdn.dal.ca/content/dam/dalhousie/pdf/dept/university_secretariat/policy-repository/SexualHarassmentPolicy.pdf
https://cdn.dal.ca/content/dam/dalhousie/pdf/dept/university_secretariat/policy-repository/CodeofStudentConduct.pdf
https://cdn.dal.ca/content/dam/dalhousie/pdf/dept/university_secretariat/policy-repository/CodeofStudentConduct.pdf


Dalhousie Sexualized Violence Policy

➢DSU has actively used the OurTurn scorecard and 
survivor consultation to advocate for significant reforms 
to the draft of the Dalhousie Sexualized Violence Policy.

➢Key improvements:
➢ Is a stand-alone policy;

➢ Sensitivity training for decision-makers;

➢ Face-to-face protections;

➢ Rape shield protections;

➢ Timelines (60 days for investigation);

➢ No frivolous complaints section;

➢ Mentions rape culture.

https://cdn.dal.ca/content/dam/dalhousie/pdf/campuslife/studentservices/Sexual Violence Policy January 25 FINAL.pdf


#VoteWithSurvivors



National Framework

www.couragetoact.ca



Conclusion
⮚The creation of campus sexual violence policies is an incredible 

first step towards supporting some of the most vulnerable students 
on campus.

⮚It is essential to listen to the voices of students and use best 
practices from across the country to design policies that support 
survivors while respecting procedural fairness for both parties.

⮚Examples like Dalhousie University. UPEI, University of Winnipeg 
demonstrates that positive change is possible.

⮚SFCC is happy to work with students across the country to provide 
expertise and support grassroots work

outreach@sfcccanada.org

sfcccanada.org 


